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Going beyond Local Density and 
Gradient Corrected XC functionals

in Quantum-ESPRESSO



Jacob's ladder of Density Functional Theory
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van der Waals functionals

...

exact DFT
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Problems with LDA / GGA functionals 

 Chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mol) is far. 

   - trends are often accurate for strong bonds (covalent, ionic,metallic)

   - weak bonds/small overlaps are problematic 

 Self interaction cancellation is only approximately 

  verified in LDA and GGA. 

  - molecular dissociation limit, TMO & RE and other atom-in-solid system.

 van der Waals interactions are not taken into account 
  - occasional agreement with exp. from compensation of errors 



SIC, DFT+U, hybrids

Self interaction correction was proposed as early as in 1981
by Perdew-Zunger. Conceptually important but not widely
used.

DFT+U has been introduced by Anisimov, Zaanen and 
Andersen as an approximation to treat strongly correlated
materials. It has been more recently been applied also in
more normal system with encouraging results.  

Hybrid functionals (like PBE0, B3LYB) mix a fraction of 
Self-interaction-free HF with LDA/GGA functionals.
Is the method preferred by chemists. 
It is very expensive in a plane-wave basis.







 Hartree-Fock energy

● Hartree-Fock

● Exact Exchange (OEP)

● Hybrid Functionals: HH, B3LYP, PBE0
                                  (range separated) HSE



  HF Vx using PWs 

 FFT charge to recip.space and solve Poisson eq.

 FFT back to real space, multiply by wfc and add to result

 FFT pseudo wfc to real space 

 For each qpoint and each occupied band build “charge density” 



 The q+G=0 divergence
 Gygi-Baldereschi  PRB 34, 4405 (1986)
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Silicon Bulk

Fernandez, Dal Corso, 
Baldereschi, 
PRB 58, R7480 (1998)F.Gygi, EPFL PhD thesis (1988)



  Simple Molecules

Energies in kcal/mol = 43.3 meV
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                        Scaling

●Kinetic energy and local Potential 

●Non local potential

●Fock operator

From 10 to 100 times slower than standard case
 Separation of long- and short-range part in X can help  
                         



              the modified scf cycle

The HF energy is

with

The HF equations are therefore
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 delta_exx > 0  ! 
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The minimizing equations become

and



              the modified scf cycle
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 Adaptively Compressed Exchenge (ACE)
Applying the Fock operator is estremely expensive !

One can try to approximate it via a KB-type factorization in 
the inner loop of the nested scf-cycle (ACE)

such that it works exactly on the reference wfcs

in this way the calculation of H_psi in the inner loop is 
comparable to a non-hybrid functional.
 
on the fully self-consistent wfcs the ACE operator is exact ! 
  Lin Lin. Adaptively Compressed Exchange operator. arXiv, 2016. 
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… to be continued
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